The shift to online – what
will stick?
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The UK’s COVID lockdown brought about an unprecedented
growth in digital activity & device usage that looks set to disrupt
beyond the short term

With the physical world in hibernation, the nation
moved online to buy essentials, stay in contact
and keep themselves entertained.
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Based on data from China, offline consumption
patterns will be uneven and unlikely to return to
pre-COVID levels quickly

This document in brief

But it’s easy to
carried away
A lot has been written
about this being a
moment of ‘digital
transformation’, a mass
usage moment in time
we can never go back
from.

Reach Solutions’ research in April suggested our
values had not changed as a result of enforced
restrictions

But if we look at history it
would suggest that large
scale human behaviour
change is rare and hard
to come by, even in
times of mass-disruption.
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Reach Solutions: The Aspiration Window

So, has digital helped us to
adapt, or have we been
rewired for good?
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A caveat: significant
variables mean
anything could
happen
Making predictions at the moment
can be futile:
• Significant variance in location
visitation
• Significant variance in behaviour by
age and demographic
• A rising number of cases being
reported at the time of writing
• No discernible pattern to the
government’s strategy
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Kantar’s J. Walker Smith identified 3 principles for assessing which
behaviours are likely to pass the test of time
THE ‘NEW COKE’ PRINCIPLE – people miss what
they previously took for granted. Enforced
change is likely to reinvigorate appreciation of
the old

60% of Italians have tried online shopping during
the pandemic. Only 10% found it a satisfying
experience

ASYMMETRY – people slip back into old routines
unless the effort of changing is sufficiently
rewarded, maybe through a better price/quality
relationship

Use of e-doctors in the US has tripled, but only
40% express any intent in continuing some use of
the service

ACCELERATION – as convention is swept away,
sectors and businesses that are already
struggling give way to emerging trends and
brands
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Alibaba reported accelerated growth in China
in Q2 compared to Q1, despite gradual relaxing
of restrictions through the quarter

Using this model & the data available, we have aimed to best
predict the way in which digital will shape the way people interact
in the future
7 trends

1. Nongrocery online
retail
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2. Grocery
online retail

3. Streaming
and SVOD

4. Video
calling and
conferencing

5. At home
replacement

6. Social
media usage

7. QR Codes

1. Non-grocery online retail

35%
24%
15%
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13%

11%

More effort and investment into understanding
the new normal customer journey and
implications for systems planning
A greater understanding of where brands can
gain competitive advantage by making
journeys easier
Benedict Evans

No shift

Other

Games

Hobby supplies

Books

Online nonfood sales up
44.2% yoy
Jun-Aug 2020

IMPLICATIONS

•

14%

Electronics & furniture

Demand for contactless & effortless consumer
journeys is increasing in many sectors: e.g. 41%
of car buyers say they would complete the
entire process online if possible.
•

16%

3%
Health products

Retail heads suggest the already struggling
high-street is likely to continue to struggle as
city centres remain quiet.
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Clothing

We have seen no abatement in the demand
for online shopping despite most shops
reopening on 1st June.

Share of respondents

PREDICTION: ACCELERATION for most sectors,
with others playing catch up

Volume of switching to online purchase by product type (31 May 20)

2. Online grocery retail
PREDICTION: ASYMMETRY - growth will
continue, but rate will slow as some people
stick and some go back.
Online grocery shopping took 24 years to get to
7.5% of sales, then 6 weeks to get to 10%, with 1/3
of that growth coming from new shoppers

Once restrictions eased shoppers did return
in large numbers to stores, with 30% of
people stating availability the main
drawback to online.
Rate of growth depends on perception of
safety – Bain anticipate 35-45% of the
growth will be sustained.

Tesco have
recruited 16k
new drivers to
cope with
increased
demand

IMPLICATIONS
•
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How can we better plan for the invisible effects
that happen as a result of decreased physical
exposure in store?

Bain & Company

3. Streaming and SVOD
PREDICTION: ASYMMETRY – the forced
situation grew sampling, but usage growth will
stabilise if freedoms continue
A content-hungry, captive and escapist
audience drove incremental penetration
gains during lockdown, as well as frequency
increases.
Once lockdown eased, and familiar linear TV
programming returned (e.g. Sport) we saw
usage & demand dip slightly but unmatched
viewing relatively sustained.
Statista forecast user growth to roughly reset
after this year’s increase.

Steady 15%
growth
expected in
OTT users by
2025 (2.1m)

IMPLICATIONS
•
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Increase understanding of the roles and
moments SVOD occupy to ensure commercial
impacts are planned accordingly
Source: Ofcom, Statista

4. Video calling and
conferencing
PREDICTION: ASYMMETRY in professional
environments, NEW COKE in personal ones

2.1m Zoom
downloads on
the day
lockdown
announced
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It’s worth separating professional and
personal use of video calls when looking
ahead
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On the work front, flexible working in some
form is clearly here to stay, the old ways of
working have been supplanted.
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On the personal use front, please never
again! Search trends for video calling died
off as soon as lockdown ended, and we’ve
never met anyone who misses it. Here’s to
never doing another virtual quiz!
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IMPLICATIONS
•
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More effort and a broader channel mix will be
required to reach audiences as the working
world becomes increasingly flexible

House Party

Google trends

Zoom

PREDICTION: NEW COKE – you can’t beat
the real thing.
Perhaps the most noticeable trend of
COVID was the desire to recreate and
adapt with in-home activities.
Personal training, yoga, art classes for kids –
everything was fair game.
As freedoms returned we abandoned
these surrogate practices in favour of ‘real
world’ behaviours.
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Relative search interest

5. At home
replacement
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Source: Google Trends. United Kingdom only, last 12 months.
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As regional lockdowns become more frequent,
what role could your brand play in providing at
home replacement activities?

29 Dec 19

•

6 Oct 19

IMPLICATIONS

8 Sep 19
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6. Social Media
Usage
PREDICTION: ASYMMETRY – growth in
Pinterest and TikTok use looks likely to
sustain, while elsewhere consumption is
normalising
Isolated and starved of information,
audiences across all social platforms grew
during lockdown.
Each platform served a different purpose,
Instagram became the home of isolated
hobbies, while Twitter became a
destination for news and analysis of
government action. Facebook was the
home of conspiracy.
A combination of the increasing return to
normality and mass lockdown fatigue has
seen consumption levels normalise, though
TikTok looks to have retained lots of its
growth
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IMPLICATIONS
• Platform usage is becoming increasingly
contextual and situational. Levels of reach
remain strong, but advertisers should be aware
of how audiences use each network.

23% more
time spent on
Facebook
during March

7. Our wildcard:
QR Codes
PREDICTION: ACCELERATION – the immediate need for no-contact
ordering will pass, but the behaviour will normalise among the
broader public
Of all of the unexpected events that have happened in 2020, the
resurrection of the QR code is perhaps the least plausible.
Previously a solution in search of a problem, their growing use in
bars and restaurants to view menus and order, people are refamiliarising themselves with the tech.
This opens up lots of opportunity, and we’re already seeing
creative use elsewhere, notably in the latest Camden Town
Brewery TV ad.
Could 2020 herald the mass acceleration of QR codes, and a
seamless link between physical and digital worlds?

IMPLICATIONS:
• If this becomes a lasting behaviour QR codes offer
great opportunity for Systems Planning. We would
recommend re-testing
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Key Questions to Ask

1. Do we have enough knowledge about the way in which customer
journeys have changed, and are our comms plans weighted accordingly?
2. With visibility reduced, can we plan better to account for the invisible
effects of COVID?
3. With more sustained unmatched viewing, can we account for this in the
way we plan?
4. How do we account for new ways of blending working & reduced
commuter exposure?
5. What role can our brands play to people in regional lockdowns who may
otherwise feel adrift from the nation?
6. How can we be more mindful of the way in which people use social
media channels post-COVID?
7. Can we use QR codes to help direct people around our system?
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